Annual Report 2013/2014

Who we are
We are a not-for-profit organisation that promotes the
philosophy and practice of Self Help within Western
Australia and facilitates its development and
effectiveness by educating and empowering individuals,
families and groups to meet their specific needs.

Our Mission
To provide assistance to existing and emerging Self Help
and Support Groups, linking individuals affected by a
wide range of life affecting issues to them.
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Chairperson’s Report
We are feeling quite grown up at ConnectGroups, having
turned 30 years old last year! We celebrated much
achievement from the work conducted by our inspirational
Member Groups, ConnectGroups’ superb and dedicated staff,
as well as our accomplished Board.
Five new Board Directors joined the

This

important

ConnectGroups family: four at the 2012/2013

work was one of

AGM - Brian O’Keefe (now Treasurer and on

the Board and

the Executive), Professor Dorothy Jones, Dr

CEO’s priorities

Maryam Omari and Andrew Bannon who was

that was overseen by Deputy Chair Anne Hill.

an Honorary Director and has now assumed a

Review was extensive and included the input

full chair. More recently Emilia Hay, who is

of the organisation’s Consultative Group. The

the Support Group and Outreach Coordinator

strategic

at the Prostate Cancer Foundation joined the

organisation’s

Board as a Support Group representative. We

underway. ConnectGroups is collaborating

acknowledge the services of John Burrell,

with Edith Cowan University to undertake

Garry Jacobs and Sumit Dutta. The goal of

our initial project. Over time the data and

achieving a broader skills set on the Board has

findings will greatly benefit ConnectGroups

been achieved and this strengthens the

in delivery services, securing support for

organisation’s capacity to pursue its strategic

funding and consolidating our role as a Peak

aims as a Peak and

in the State.

continue to deliver

optimally for Members.

aim

of

strengthening

research

dimension

is

In keeping with the maturing and the

Our focus and our priority in the organisation

growing stature of ConnectGroups and the

are our Members.

The primary means of

increasingly complex role of the operational

navigation tool in how we deliver is our

part of the organisation the Board approved

Constitution which saw a review this year.

a title change from Executive Officer to
Chief Executive Officer for Antonella
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the

Segre.

The Board

thanks her for the

to support us with service delivery funding.

excellent work she continues to do in her role

ConnectGroups partnership with the Mental

and in her supporting the Board to achieve its

Health Commission continues to grow and

strategic objectives.

we wish the new Commissioner Tim Marney

The Board continues to focus on achieving the
strategic goals set in 2014.

This includes

securing a new Patron for ConnectGroups. I
am happy to report that talks are progressing
with ex-Chief Scientist Lyn Beasley in this
regard.

We continue to work towards

raising the profile and the promotion of the
organisation. A new website will be benefit
us, extending our reach and interactivity with
members, funders and stakeholders; building
new relationships and partnerships as well as
in attracting engagement with the corporate
and philanthropic sector.

Hon. Tony Simpson MLA settle into his new
role with such seamlessness it is as if he has

in

the

role

for

years.

We

congratulate him for achievements so far and
thank him for his ongoing support of
ConnectGroups.

I acknowledge

Lotterywest’s unwavering support for our
projects

and

their

commendable

engagement with the sector, which benefits
thousands of Western Australians each year.
We also thank the City of Melville for their
generosity in the granting of a lease
extension which will mean a stable home for

our ConnectGroups family until the end of
2015. All of these relationships ensure that
we are able to continue supporting our member groups whom we value greatly.
Finally, I would like to thank all who have

ConnectGroups has seen the sector’s Minister

been

success in his new role.

We continue to engage

positively with the Department of Local
Government and Communities who continue

partnered and supported the organisation in
so many ways in the past year. I thank the
highly competent Board, amazing CEO and

Corporate

Services

Coordinator

Juanaili

Hultzsch and all ConnectGroups staff for their
excellent work which makes a difference in
the lives of, and eases the challenges Self
Help and Support Groups and Foundations
members face. Let’s keep up the good work!
Pearl Proud
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Chief Executive
Officer’s Report
Being good is commendable, but only when it is
combined with doing good is it useful.
~ Author Unknown

2013/2014
recognised

has

funding

services to others. So we must be “doing

Government

and

good”, which can only motivate the staff,

Communities, its partners Mental Health

Board of Management and Consultative

Commission, North Metro Health Services and

Group to continue to be useful.

Local

Lotterywest for “being good”. But, the
greatest satisfaction has come from our Self
Help and Support Groups members and peer
NGO services who have acknowledged our
commitment and dedication, to ensuring that
Self Help and Support groups remain
sustainable for the benefit of those that look
to their services and expertise; be that health,
mental health or community related.

The

Department’s 2013/2014 Customer Perception
Survey revealed that 97% were satisfied with
our services, 95% finding that the services
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met their needs and 98% recommending our

the

of

its

ConnectGroups
body

Department

by

seen

To say that it has been an exciting year is an
understatement!

We

commenced

the

financial year by celebrating ConnectGroups’
30 years by hosting a Gala night at which we
formally

recognised

those

numerous

champions and Support Groups for the
unrelenting work that they do. We moved to
our new premises within the City of Melville
and it has been a breath of fresh air for the
staff. We were thrilled to have the Minister
Hon. Tony Simpson and Senior Policy

Advisor Judy Tennant as our guests. We set

A

up our Community Hub which has become

ConnectGroups who contribute daily to the

the home to some of our Support Groups.

measurable outcomes, not only of the

We launched our Volunteer Program which

organisation but all those that engage with

has been adding value to our referral

our

service. We supported a further 44 Support

Management for its strategic insight and our

Groups and Individuals through our Pay It

Consultative Group for its grass roots input.

Forward Grant program and Care Package.

This year has seen us farewell our “amazing”

Focus was placed on our organisational

Community Development Officer Tracey

policies and procedures and in consolidating

Brooke and “creative” Pay It Forward Project

our internal processes. We applied the

Coordinator Lisa Barrett.

Results Based Accountability approach to
one of the programs thanks to the support of
Linkwest.

special

mention

numerous

to

services;

the

the

team

Board

of

of

My final thoughts and respect go to the
champions that make up our Self Help and
Support Group Community and that do

Though it has been a productive and “good”

“good” every day.

year we cannot however mask the challenges
that the Social Services and Community
Sector has had to address and will have to

“What you do speaks so loudly that I can-

face in the coming financial year with the

not hear what you say”

handing down of the new 2014/2015 State

Ralph Waldo Emerson

and Federal Budget, the uncertainty of the
ACNC

and

the

new

DPC

Delivering

Community Services in Partnership Policy
around

Government

funded

Antonella Segre

services

accessibility of Lotterywest funding.
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Vice Chairperson’s Report
The ConnectGroups Constitution was reviewed by the Board and
Executive Officer in 2013/14, resulting in extensive amendments to update
the terminology and align the Constitution with ConnectGroups current

activities and strategic plan. Following Board endorsement on 16th April
2014 , a Special Resolution was put to the members on 19th June 2014 and
the revised Constitution was approved. The Constitution was submitted
as required by legislation to the Department of Commerce, which notified
ConnectGroups of its approval with effect from 20th August 2014.
Anne Hill

Treasurer’s Report
The 2013-14 year saw the continuation of improved levels of Financial
reporting and Corporate Governance which included for the first time the
raising of provisions for depreciation of fixed assets, long service leave and
potential redundancy payments.
With the relocation to new premises we were fortunate to receive
assistance from Lotterywest to assist with the purchase of furniture and
equipment. Assets purchased have been correctly accounted for in the balance sheet and we
have carried forward the provision for future relocation costs.
We have managed our cash position efficiently and been able to generate interest income well
above forecast levels and we finished the year with a surplus of $4,370.60.
Our equity position has been further improved with the Auditor recommending minor
adjustments to previous years financial statements which has increased total equity without
having a cash impact. Cash at bank remains in a healthy position to be able to continue to deliver
benefits to members.
Brian O’Keefe
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Auditor´s Certification Statement
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Financials
Balance Sheet
ASSETS

2012-2013 2013-2014
$416,310

$379,734

Current Liabilities

$232,306

$140,418

Payroll Liabilities

$38,376

$70,800

Total LIABILITIES

$270,682

$221,218

Net Assets

$145,628

$168,516

Retained Earnings

$126,704

$164,145

Current year profit/loss

$18,924

$4,370

$145,628

$168,516

LIABILITIES

EQUITY

Total EQUITY

Profit and Loss 2012-2013 2013-2014
INCOME
Grants
Operations

$645,061
$9,246

$530,164

Other Income
Total INCOME

$12,221

$11,272

$666,528

$551,167

$9,731

EXPENSES
Personnel Expenses
Operations Expenses
General Expenses
Total EXPENSES

$209,395
$46,676
$391,533

$242,237
$40,518
$264,042

$647,604

$546,797

Net Surplus / (Deficit)

$18,924

$4,370
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Revenue Resources
23%

16%

Mental Health Commission

Lotterywest

Pay it Forward Plan
Dream it Forward Plan
Care Package Cert. IV

3%
North Metro

54%

Health Services

4%

Department of Local
Government and Communities

Funds Description*

Other Income

2012-2013

2013-2014

DoLGaC - Core Funding

$296,561

$322,288

DoLGaC - One Off Grants

$43,500

Nil

Lotterywest - One Off Grants

$40,000

$92,668

$265,000

$200,000**

Nil

$20,623

Other Income

$21,467

$21,004

Total Funding

$666,528

$656,583

Mental Health Commission One Off Grants
North Metro Health Services One Off Grants

*Grants received during 2012/2013 and rolled over into 2013/2014 Financial Year are not included.
**$65,420 were brokered to our members thorough the Pay it Forward Plan
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Closer to our
Customers
ConnectGroups

has

continued

providing

support to those individuals and families seeking a
direct referral to an existing Self Help and Support
Group and / or looking to set up a Self Help and
Support Group having identified a gap. We have also
implemented a Results Based Accountability (RBA)
system during 2013/2014. The data collected demonstrates that across this financial year 186 individuals
engaged directly with the service, this resulted in a further 901 actions which were performed to

ensure that the individual was provided with ample information that would support him/her to
appropriately manage their own lives. ConnectGroups acknowledges the difficulty for individuals
to make that first call for support and has minimised their “ring around” by having developed a
secondary data base containing the contact details of Support Services run by both NGO’s and
Government agencies.
July 2013 saw the introduction of a Follow Up Referral Service. This has entailed conducting a
follow up call to the individual two to three weeks after the initial contact time as a means of
enhancing the service provision and endeavouring to provide further assistance to the individual

or family. Callers are invited to access the follow up service.
During 2013/2014

56,559 visits were made to ConnectGroups’ online database. A clear

indication of the utilisation rate of the service. The new website will allow for those who are
unable to identify a suitable Self Help and Support Group to send through a request to be
contacted. This will allow ConnectGroups to engage with those accessing the services solely via
the website and enable a more personalised service.
12

Customer
Perception Survey

This summary should be read in conjunction with the overall report for Community and Neighbourhood Development
Services. Please refer to the overall report for details on methodology and the program group result.
Note: Percentages may not equal 100% as the following responses are not reported in figures: Neutral, Negative, Not
applicable and No response.
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This document was prepared by the Research and Evaluation Unit. research@dlgc.wa.gov.au
Results based on samples should be interpreted with caution as the results may not be representative of all service users.
The estimated error for 61 respondents is ±12.53 (assuming a population of 1000, a result of 50% and a 95% confidence
criterion). For a full version of the report kindly contact Juani on Juani@connectgroups.org.au
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Projects
The Pay it Forward Plan
The Pay It Forward Plan was innovative from the start. A
partnership with, and financial support from the Mental Health
Commission

turned

a

2011

ConnectGroups

initiated

conversation into reality. The Commission’s trust saw
ConnectGroups engage in a brokerage role as a means of
addressing the recognised 10% attrition rate of its Self Help and
Support Group members. Providing goods and services to
support the capacity building and long term viability of its
member groups has proven to be a very successful project. In
just 2 years, these grants have supported individual groups to
provide a positive impact on the mental wellbeing of their group
and its individual members.
The project also explored how relatively modest sums could be
used more strategically if they integrated the flexibility of a
community-informed response with government accountability.
Sometimes small items and services have greater long-term
impact if applied at just the right time. The Pay It Forward Plan
is a hybrid model that is able to identify needs in sometimes
hard to reach and vulnerable communities.
The flexibility of choosing where and when to apply funding can
be more effective than larger programs that are not equipped to
deal with diversity and change.
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If the label ‘start-up’ can be applied to the Self Help and Support Group sector, then The Pay It
Forward Plan became just that – a start-up engine with gusto.
A wide variety of submissions were approved for funding to cover the costs of goods and services

such as: room hire; professional assistance with strategic planning and incorporation; recovery
workshops; promotional items and logo designs; assistance with workshops and facilitation and
admin and IT equipment. ConnectGroups made new friends and learnt just what is possible when
people and sectors come together to support a great idea.
The 2013/2014 Pay It Forward Plan has assisted Self Help and Support Groups across Western
Australia to receive goods and services that will ensure the delivery of support services, which in
turn will have a positive impact on the mental wellbeing of their members.

SUMMARY

1
2
3
4

$105,0414
Total amount requested in the original submissions

$65,420 Funds Allocated
All grant requests achieved mental health outcomes

53 Submissions
Received across two rounds

32 Grants Approved
7 Rural / 14 Mental Health Self Help and Support Groups received funding
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Support Groups and Services for People
Living with Chronic Health Conditions
Directory
ConnectGroups in partnership with the North Metro
Health

Services

has compiled this

listing of

community-based Support Groups and services for
people living with chronic conditions.
The

aim

is

to

encourage

and

support

consumers and carers to be actively involved in their
own health care and to better connect them to
community Support Groups.
In line with chronic condition self-management
principles and best practice, this will allow a choice
of Support Groups and services to be offered to
consumers and carers to best meet their individual
needs and preferences.
The resources will be made available in hard copy
and distributed through hospitals, Medicare Locals
and Health Service Providers. The initiative
allowed ConnectGroups to increase the number of
Support Groups and services focusing in this health
area with a direct positive impact to individuals and
families who can now access information of over
300 services state wide.
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Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD)
Support Group
In direct response to the needs of individuals living with OCD, ConnectGroups has been the lead
agency in the establishment of the WA OCD Support Group. The group has now over 15
participants who meet twice a month at our current premises. The initiative has seen us partner
with the Mental Illness Fellowship WA (MIFWA) who have provided a Peer Support Worker to
facilitate the group and ensure the wellbeing of the group and its members; having identified
MIFWA as the most appropriate and effective partner that would have a positive impact on the
OCD Support Group .
Anecdotal feedback received from the group members and ConnectGroups former Community
Development Officer clearly articulate the positive measurable outcomes being received by all
those individuals who are attending the group.
“Considering the small amount of time the group has been going, and seeing the support that
members are already (and have since day 1!) offering each other is amazing and very humbling.
They don’t just ‘talk the
talk’ – they go out of their
way to ensure that those
doing worse than them are
ok,

looked

after

and

followed up on. And… they
are actively following their
‘values list’ without even
trying.”

Tracey Brooke

Former CDO.
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ConnectGroups 30th Year
Anniversary
2010 saw the launch of National Self Help and Support Groups Awareness Day. An initiative developed in collaboration with our sister organisations based over East. The event commenced as a
means of increasing the awareness of the role that Self Help and Support Groups play in the community, particularly in regards to sustainable and affordable health and mental health service provision. The events have also provided an invaluable opportunity for Self Help and Support Group
members to network between themselves and with other organisations and agencies that are of
importance to them and their clients. Throughout the years we have attached a series of events
alongside the Expo, as a direct response to our members’ needs. In 2011 the organisation simulta-

neously ran a Symposium which lead to the development of the organisation’s Blue Print for
Change which has strategically moved the organisation forward. In 2012 we integrated an opportunity for good practice models to be showcased in our “Sharing Stories and Towards Good Practice” Networking event. Each year the events have grown and we have attracted over 150 participants and enabled 40 groups to raise their profiles through our Expos.
2013 marked 30 years of the organisation and we could not overlook it and not celebrate it in style.
We not only celebrated the sustainability of ConnectGroups through the decades, but predominantly the successes of our Self Help and Support Groups members and those individuals who
have made an impact and difference in the lives of the WA community. As part of the celebration
an Expo was also held at Garden City AMP Centre across three days; having identified it to be a
better location for Self Help and Support Groups to engage with the wider community, to raise
awareness and increase their profile.
Thank you to all our members.
ConnectGroups’ Team
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Gala Night 11th September 2013
The highlight of the year was our Awards Night held as part of our National Self Help and Support
Groups Awareness Day on 11th September 2013, where we had the opportunity to honour the work

that Self Help and Support Groups do in the community. It was not only the award recipients that
were recognised, but each and every one of our member groups – big or small. ConnectGroups has
also moved to its new premises at ‘The Scene’ within the City of Melville and have welcomed Self
Help and Support Groups to use our shared “office hub” in 2014.

Karen Tighe

Left to right: Judy Tennant, Eddie Bartnik, Antonella
Segre, Pearl Proud and Hon. Tony Simpson MLA.

2013 Award Finalist :
SWILS, The Compassionate
Friends of WA , Fibromyalgia
Support Network, Karly
Rauchelle, Ron Love, Tuart
Place, Lorikeet Centre,
Williams Syndrome
Association WA ,and
Samantha Powell .
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Our 2014 Award Winners: Wheatbelt Women’s Health Hub, GenWHY? Support Group, WA Special
Families, Heidi Brandis, Befriend, Grandparents Rearing Grandchildren, Chrysalis CFS/Me and Lyme Youth
Support Group and Travis English.

Self Help and Support Groups National Awareness Day Expo. Booragoon.
11th-13th September 2013.
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New Home - Official Opening
Left - City of Melville Mayor
Russell Aubrey cut the ribbon to
officially open ConnectGroups
new office. Pearl Proud (left)
Chair of ConnectGroups. 18th
December 2013.
Right - Certificates
of Appreciation were given to key
supporters of ConnectGroups new
home.. From left to right: Pauline
Logan, Pearl Proud, Jennifer
Chaplyn, Russell Aubrey and CEO
Antonella Segre. 18th December
2013.

“Around the Kitchen Table”. 18th
December 2013. From Left to right:
Juanaili Hultzsch, Tracey Brooke, Lisa
Barrett and CEO Antonella Segre.

Official visit of the Hon. Tony Simpson MLA. From left to right: Judy
Tennant, Pearl Proud, Hon. Tony Simpson MLA and CEO Antonella
Segre. 14th April 2014.

Left - Left to right: Antonella Segre and Judy Tennant - Principal
Policy Advisor to the Western Australian Minister for
Local
Government; Community Services; Seniors and Volunteering; Youth.
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Volunteer Program
A Volunteer Program was initiated in January 2014 in order to address the extensive Membership
Database with the intent of ensuring that all contact details of existing Self Help and Support
Groups were current. The program has contributed to the organisation’s strategy of maintaining a
proactive engagement with its members and in identifying arising issues and concerns and
therefore being able to address them in a prompt and efficient manner.
The Volunteer program was initially managed by a Volunteer Coordinator and six volunteers.
ConnectGroups ensured that a good practice model was put in place and relied on the expertise
and knowledge of Volunteering WA. It also partnered with the City of Melville Volunteer Program
as part of its recruitment drive. June 2014 saw the volunteers having made contact with all of those
Self Help and Support Groups listed on our data base.

Consultative Group
The Consultative Group was established in 2012 as part of the organisation’s means of ensuring
that ConnectGroups is adequately representing its member groups. Its role is to provide feedback
to the organisation as to its annual strategic direction, ensuring at all times that the member
groups are appropriately represented. We have ensured that we have a diverse selection of
members on the Consultative Group, thus adequately representing as many different types of
groups as possible.

The group meets quarterly and they have provided feedback and input to the following –
ConnectGroups 2013-2015 Strategic Plan; Social Enterprise Community Hub; ConnectGroups
2013/2014 Priority areas; ConnectGroups Review of Constitution. ConnectGroups has provided the
Group with Consumer advocacy training in partnership with the Health Consumer Council as a
means of increasing their knowledge and skills sets as they take on a stronger role as Ambassadors
for the Self Help and Support Groups community.
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Self Help and Support Groups Care Package
Ten Scholarships were made available to the leaders,
founders and

Groups.

facilitators of Self Help and Support

This will allow them to gain six units of

attainment as part of the Certificate IV in Community
Services.

To

date

seventeen

participants

have

successfully studied the course in partnership with TAFE
WA, with nine still in the process (will complete by
November 2014) and eight having completed the full qualification in September 2013.

Research and University Partnerships
As part of ConnectGroups’ Health Promotion activity it engaged Edith Cowen University in the
persona of Natalie Strobel, (PhD CRN Research Fellow ); to carry out a review of literature relating
to 1. The benefits of Self Help and Support Groups as a way to ameliorate and control stress
related health conditions; and 2. to scope ConnectGroups model as a Peak Body against similar
national and international organisations. The research will be available via the website in October
2014.
In the last year ConnectGroups has cultivated a mutually beneficial partnership with UWA and
Curtin University. We have signed off on an MOU with UWA Medical Education Department our
thanks go to Denese Playford Associate Professor, for involving ConnectGroups in this new
initiative which will expose Doctors of Medicine (MD) to Not For Profit placements as a means of
getting them to apply core learning objectives from their course – for example in areas of patient
advocacy, in taking on a professional role, and in sourcing and using evidence in a rigorous and
applied way.
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